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1. Introduction

Production scheduling plays an important role in improving efficiency and reducing cost. One of its core technologies is the establishment of an effective scheduling model and its corresponding optimization algorithms. However, most researches focus on scheduling optimization in static environment, less concern of the uncertainty and complexity in the real job-shop. It must be different from the exact solution if some situations are ignored or not considered in scheduling problem such as changing processing time, uncertain capability of storage, possibility of human decision, unpredicted accident and so on.

Inchoate research on FJSP (Flexible Job-Shop Scheduling Problem) concentrated on the simple application of integer programming and simulation, which can hardly be used to solve the complex scheduling problem. With the development of related fields and theory of optimization, a great many methods and techniques have been adopted into JSP. Operational research predigests the JSP into a mathematical programming model, using branch-and-bound method and dynamic programming algorithm to realize optimization or approximate optimization. However, OR only suits to simple scheduling problem (Philips et al., 1987). Based on theory of control, Gershwin and his fellows expatiate comprehensively the adoption of theory of control in manufacturing system. Limited to the capability of modeling, a lot of predigestion to the environment is a must; the practice to get the optimum solution expands with a exponential characteristic (Juanqi, 1998). AI (Artificial Intelligence) is a combination of all the methods for JSP, which aim at enhancing the intelligence of scheduling method. It can smooth the disadvantages of mathematical programming and simulation. Based on the system status and deterministic objective of optimization, effective heuristic research and concurrent fuzzy reasoning are conducted to choose the optimum solution and support online decision. Nevertheless, AI is weak in adapting to new environment, and there are 3 main limitations of this method: low speed of operation, insensitive to asynchronic event in the environment, the system can’t be universally adopted (Juanqi, 1998). In a job-shop DEDS (Discrete Event Dynamic System), the JSP can be
solved by its parsing model and method, such as Petri net. The Petri net can precisely reflect the characteristics of discrete and stochastic etc. in job-shop scheduling (Hongsen, 1994). But it’s hard to present a model when the principle and methodology are complex. The complexity of manufacturing system makes it hard to express and analyze by a precise analytical model. While simulation can provide an ideal model for quantitative evaluation to guide the scheduling (Law, 1986). Whereas, the experimental characteristic make it hard to figure out the general rule, and the value and credibility of the result have much to do with the simulation model, simulation method and the data input. Uncertain theory has also been adopted into the scheduling problem for its stochastic and fuzzy characteristics (Zhaoqiang & Yiren, 2002). Just as AI, it needs a long development cycle time as well as abundant experience etc. Soft computing is also widely adopted into scheduling, such as genetic algorithm (Croee & Tadei, 1995), Tabu searching (Taillard, 1990), simulated annealing (Van Laarhoven, 1992), neural network (Foo & Takefuji, 1998), particle swarm optimization etc. Based on the aforementioned methodologies, we can find that each method has its own limit, so researchers start to combine the approximate algorithms to solve scheduling problem. This paper proposed a compounding method which syncretises simulation and soft computing to solve FJSP (flexible job-shop scheduling problem) under uncertain environment.

As the execution layer between the ERP/MRPII for planning and job-shop layer for operation and control, MES (Manufacturing Execution System) focuses on how to optimize the job-shop scheduling (Shuxia, 2004). The essence of scheduling is a decision making constrained by multi-objectives and multi-priorities. The multi-objectives here focuses on the combination of less production time, less total cost and equilibrium of production ability while the multi-constraints focuses on the constraints of process route, machines and delivery time of order in which the priorities differ on different types of work pieces.

Information is the basis of decision making. The scheduling models in previous research are proposed with all the information deterministically given, for example, taking the process time of the work piece on specific machine as deterministic information without considering the priority. Actually, the stochastic information floods the real job-shop, which makes getting the satisfied scheduling a difficult job. In recent years, job-shop scheduling in uncertain environment gradually arouses the attention of researchers, such as study on scheduling problem with fuzzy characteristic. However, in discrete event dynamic system, more parameters are suited to be described by stochastic variable rather than fuzzy variable, such as the process time of work piece, the frequency of machine fault and the interval of order, which can be thought to obey an exponential distribution (Peigen, 1998), so it is of great significance to study scheduling under stochastic constraints.

In this paper, describing the uncertain information in the real job-shops with several stochastic variables, a stochastic multi-objectives and multi-priorities programming model for Flexible job-shop scheduling is proposed, in which Time, Cost and Equilibrium serve as the three basic objectives for scheduling. In order to obtain the approximate optimum solution, a hybrid intelligent algorithm which combines Stochastic Simulation (SS), Neural Network (NN) with Genetic Algorithm (GA) is proposed. The feasibility of the
model and its corresponding hybrid intelligent algorithm is validated through some instances.

2. The stochastic programming model with chance-constraint

Generally, job-shop problem is depicted by a non-linear programming model. If certain stochastic factors being taken into account, the programming model would differ from the classical model. The concept of chance-constraint and stochastic programming proposed by Liu (Baoding et al., 2003) is depicted as follows:

Assume that $X$ is a decision-making vector; $E$ is a stochastic vector with deterministic distribution. There are $r$ objective functions decided by $X$ and $E$: $f_i (X, E), 1 \leq i \leq r$, constrained to $p$ constrained function: $g_j (X, E), 1 \leq j \leq p$. The objective functions and constrained functions are stochastic, so they can be depicted only by the credibility as follows: $P\{ g_j (X, E) \leq 0 \} \geq \alpha_j, 1 \leq j \leq p$, $P$ represent the probability of the stochastic event $g_j (X, E) \leq 0$, $\alpha_j$ is the credibility. If the objective of programming is to minimize $f_i (X, E), 1 \leq i \leq r$, choose $\beta_i$ as the credibility, the objective function would be:

$$
\begin{aligned}
\min & \quad \bar{f}_i \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad P\{ f_i (X, E) \leq \bar{f}_i \} \geq \beta_i, 1 \leq i \leq r
\end{aligned}
$$

Above all, the stochastic programming model with multi-chance-constraints and multi objectives is:

$$
\begin{aligned}
\min & \quad \bar{f}_1, \bar{f}_2, \ldots, \bar{f}_r \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad P\{ f_i (X, E) \leq \bar{f}_i \} \geq \beta_i, 1 \leq i \leq r \\
& \quad P\{ g_j (X, E) \leq 0 \} \geq \alpha_j, 1 \leq j \leq p
\end{aligned}
$$

$[\bar{f}_1, \bar{f}_2, \ldots, \bar{f}_r]$ stands for the weighted sum of the $r$ variables.

3. Multi-objectives and multi-priorities flexible job-shop scheduling strategy

In the Flexible job-shop with several pieces of machines, after receiving the production order assigned by the planning section, production process would be arranged and optimized by reasonable scheduling. The scheduling parameter can be depicted by the mathematical format: There are $m$ pieces of machine available: $\{R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_m\}$

There are $n$ work pieces’ task included in the order $\{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}$ is a operation sequence decided by the process route programming, which includes $K_i (1 \leq K_i \leq n)$ operations and recorded as follows: $T_i = \{OP_{i1}, OP_{i2}, \ldots, OP_{in}\}$, each operation $OP_{ik}$ can be processed on several machines, and operation on each machine $R_i$ would take you certain time and cost, time function be depicted as $et(OP, R)$, cost function be depicted as $ec(OP, R)$. In the uncertain informative environment, when operation $OP_{ik} (1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq k \leq K_i )$ is being processed on machine $R_i$ ($1 \leq i \leq m$), $et(OP_{ik}, R_i)$ and $ec(OP_{ik}, R_i)$ are two stochastic constants with deterministic distribution, else $et(OP_{ik}, R_i) = ec(OP_{ik}, R_i) = 0$.
3.1 Work piece priority and chance constraint

On the premise of following the demand of process route, MES would assign appropriate machine for each operation of each work piece, making sure that the delivery time of order can be met. That is to say, the delivery time is a key constraint in scheduling. As the production order is formed by a consideration of customer order, enterprise planning and operation. The tasks included in the order can be divided into many priorities for many factors such as importance of customer, quantity of order, and the degree of emergency of the requirement. For example, if we divide the work pieces into two group, in one of which the delivery time should be precisely met (called critical work piece) while there can be a flexible space in the other group of work pieces (called ordinary work piece). On this condition, the job-shop resources should satisfy the needs of critical work pieces on first hand to meet the delivery time. The remained resources can then be assigned to the ordinary work pieces. Literature 4 adopted by-directional scheduling strategy, for the critical work piece, reverse order scheduling is adopted, while for the ordinary work piece, sequential scheduling is adopted. However, for uncertain environment in which processing time is stochastic, this strategy for scheduling will bring out many problems. That means the result of the scheduling can hardly meet the delivery time. In real job-shop, the processing time of work piece on each machine is a stochastic variable obeying certain distribution (exponential distribution in general), that leads to the stochastic characteristic of the production cycle of work piece. We can describe the constraint of delivery time as a chance constraint. The priority of the work pieces can be divided into r subclasses by a high-low order (the element in the same subclass share the same priority): \( S_1, S_2, ..., S_r \) each subclass has the corresponding credibility of meeting delivery time: \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2, ..., \alpha_r (\alpha_1 > \alpha_2 > ... > \alpha_r) \). The delivery time of each task is deterministic as: \( dt_1, dt_2, ..., dt_n \), the real production cycle time of each task (including the total processing time and total waiting time) can be calculated and depicted as \( pt_1, pt_2, ..., pt_n \). The delivery constraint described by chance constraint is:

\[
\forall T_i \in S_j, P[pt_i - dt_i \leq 0] \geq \alpha_j, 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq r
\]  

(1)

There would be a queue waiting when several work pieces are assigned to the same machine, the sequence of processing should be determined by the principle of scheduling. Generally, FIFS (first in first serviced) principle is adopted. Towards different priorities, serving the task with higher priority on first hand is more reasonable to actual demand. At this moment, if there is a queue on a machine waiting for processing while a piece is being processed, after it is processed, the piece in queue with highest priority should be chosen to be processed. The piece of longer waiting time should be processed first within the same priority.

3.2 Proposing a multi-objectives function

Shorter production time and lower cost is two basic objectives. For an order to be scheduled, with the complexity of process route of each component differing from others, we can aim at minimize the total production cycle time of the task for all work pieces. \( \eta \) as the credibility, the time objective function can be depicted by chance constraint as follows:
Meanwhile, we can aim at minimizing the total production cost of the task for all work pieces, taking \( \gamma \) as credibility. The cost objective function can be depicted by chance constraint as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \bar{\epsilon}c \\
\text{s.t. } P\left( \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \epsilon_c(O_{ik}, R_j) \leq \bar{\epsilon}c \right) \geq \gamma
\end{align*}
\]

Another objective of scheduling is the equilibrium of the schedule, which has long been ignored. According to a schedule, if the average load of machine is floating dramatically, we call it an unbalanced scheduling. The disequilibrium of scheduling would cause a loss in coping with the emergency. We introduce the standard deviation in statistics to quantify the equilibrium of scheduling, dividing the whole production cycle time into several isometric time segment, figure out the total working time of the machine in each time segment, than calculate the standard deviation between this total working time and average working time. The smaller the standard deviation, the better the equilibrium of the schedule is.

Assume that the production cycle time is \( OT \), obviously, \( OT = \max p_t \), divide \( OT \) into \( N \) isometric time segments, in each of which the total processing time of all the machines is \( \Delta R_s \), the standard deviation is \( D^2 = \sum_{s=1}^{N} (\Delta R_s - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{N} \Delta R_s)^2 \), with credibility \( \nu \), the objective of equilibrium of schedule is depicted as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \bar{\nu}t \\
\text{s.t. } P\left( \sum_{s=1}^{N} (\Delta R_s - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{N} \Delta R_s)^2 \leq \bar{\nu}t \right) \geq \nu
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.3 Stochastic programming model of job-shop scheduling with multi-objectives and multi-priorities

The process route of each work piece and the machines available for each operation are known according to (1) (2) (3) (4), the machines available to operation \( O_{ik} \) is \( AR_{ik} = \{ R_{ij}^1, R_{ij}^2, \ldots, R_{ij}^{H_{ik}} \} \), including \( H_{ik} \) elements, the principle for scheduling of task waiting in queue is Higher Priority First Served. The stochastic programming model of job-shop scheduling in uncertain environment is proposed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \bar{\nu}t \\
\text{s.t. } P\left( \sum_{s=1}^{N} (\Delta R_s - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{N} \Delta R_s)^2 \leq \bar{\nu}t \right) \geq \nu
\end{align*}
\]
4. The design and implementation of hybrid intelligent algorithm

4.1 Basic procedures of hybrid intelligent algorithm

Model (5) is too complex to be solved by traditional algorithm, so we adopt the hybrid intelligence which syncretizes stochastic simulation, neural network, genetic algorithm and other critical techniques. The algorithm includes 3 major steps:

- **Step 1.** based on the quantity and capability of machine in job-shop, as well as the distribution characteristics of stochastic variables as time and cost etc. Present a simulation model; collect quantities of data samples by simulating.

- **Step 2.** Present the three-layer feed-forward neural networks, use the samples acquired in simulation to weight-train the neural network to approach the stochastic functions in model (5).

- **Step 3.** apply the genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem, including definition of rules for chromosome coding/encoding, initialization and selection of population, the calculation and evaluation of individual fitness, crossover and mutation etc. The calculation of individual fitness will utilize the trained neural network in step 2.

4.2 Stochastic simulations

Stochastic simulations (Monte Carlo simulation) is one of the stochastic system modeling techniques focuses on sample test, the sample of the stochastic variables is based on their probabilistic distribution. There are a lot of complex calculations for probabilities of stochastic variables in model (5), as for the complexity of multi-priorities scheduling, even a schedule sequence is determined, the stochastic variables such as the completion period of each work piece can not be expressed by a explicit. So the stochastic simulation should be integrated with simulation analysis to get the approximate sample data.

According to experience, we can assume the operation time $et(O_{ikj})$ comply with the exponential distribution with $\lambda_{ikj}$ as its exponent, depicted as:

$$et(O_{ikj}) \sim \exp(\lambda_{ikj}).$$

The cost of processing is influenced by many uncertain factors, $ec(O_{ik}, R_j)$ can be assumed to comply with normal distribution depicted as:

$$ec(O_{ik}, R_j) \sim N(\mu_{ikj}, \sigma_{ikj}^2).$$
Given a schedule sequence (the concrete machine for each operation) and a group of deterministic sample values for all stochastic variables, which work pieces are being processed is available on theory. Therefore, to present stochastic simulation model on platform of SIMUL8, then run simulation and statistically analyze the critical data acquired, including:

1. Production time of each work piece $pt_i$
2. The processing cost of each work piece $\sum_{k=1}^{K_i} ec(\text{OP}_{i,j}, R_j)$
3. The total working time of all devices in each time segment (N segment in all) is $\Delta R T_s$

### 4.3 Neural network approach to the stochastic functions

Take the schedule sequence as Vector $Y$, the four constraints in model (5) can be depicted by $Y$’s stochastic function, definition as the following $n+3$ functions:

$$
\begin{align*}
U_1(Y) &= \min\{pt | \sum_{i=1}^{n} pt_i \leq \mu pt | \eta \} \\
U_2(Y) &= \min\{ec | \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} ec(\text{OP}_{i,j}, R_j) \leq ec | \gamma \} \\
U_3(Y) &= \min\{\mu rt | \sum_{s=1}^{N} (\Delta R T_s - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{N} \Delta R T_s)^2 \leq \mu rt | \nu \} \\
U_4(Y) &= P\{pt_i - dt_i \leq 0, 1 \leq i \leq n \}
\end{align*}
$$

The stochastic simulation provides abundant data samples, which are used to train a neural network to approach the $n+3$ uncertain functions in (6). The neural network is three-layer feed-forward with $n$ input neurons (data input is $Y$), 18 hidden layer neurons and $n+3$ output neurons (data output are $U_1(Y), U_2(Y), U_3(Y), U_4(Y)$).

### 4.4 Genetic algorithm of multi-objectives optimization

**Coding, encoding of chromosome and initialization of population.** Besides being simple, the principle for coding of chromosome should also assure any of the chromosomes can get a permissive schedule sequence by encoding. Permissive means meeting the requirements of constraints of process route and process machine. Here designed a coding method for positive integer:

The total length of coding is, each bit represents an operation: the first bit represents the first operation of work piece 1, the second bit represents the second operation of work piece 1,…, the $K_{i+1}$ represents the first operation of work piece 2, the rest may be deduced by analogy. If bit $j$ represents operation $k$ of work piece of $i$, the range of value for bit $j$ is $[1, H_{ik}]$, $H_{ik}$ represents the number of machine available for operation $k$ of work piece $i$. Looking on the coding principle, once given the collection of machine for each operation and the accurate process time, each chromosome can be precisely mapped into a schedule sequence, meanwhile the process details (when and where) of each operation can be calculated which is solely determined. Also, during the initialization of population, once length bits stochastic positive integers are created with value-range of each bit in $[1, H_{i,k}]$, the coding of chromosome is permissive.
The calculation and evaluation of fitness. Individual fitness can be calculated using the
trained neural network, if we take \( \sum_{i} K \) bits coding of random chromosomes as the input of
neural network, \( n+3 \) output would be acquired. Contraposing data output first prove
whether \( U_4^{(i)}(Y) \geq a_j T_i e S_j \) is right, if not, the delivery time can not be satisfied which
means the schedule is not donable. The fitness of chromosome is 0, the corresponding
individual being eliminated. Else when \( U_4^{(i)}(Y) \geq a_j T_i e S_j \) proves to be true, then \( U1(Y),
U2(Y) \) and \( U3(Y) \) can figure out \( pt, ec, rf \), giving the weight of the three objectives(time,
cost and equilibrium) \( w_3, w_3, w_3 \) on preferential relationship, then calculate \( w_1 pt + w_2 ec + w_3 rf \), the
smaller the value, the higher the individual fitness is.

Operator of cross and mutation. The cross between two parents is operated as follows:
exchange the codes presenting the same operation sequence in two chromosomes, and then
we will get two sons.

The mutation process is as fig. 2, bit \( j \) of parent’s chromosome mutates stochastically by
certain probability. Notes: if bit \( j \) stands for the operation \( k \) of work piece I, the value range
of bit \( j \) after mutation is \([1, H]_{ik}\).

5. Case study

We apply our study to a car manufacturing enterprise. The mold job-shop accepts the
orders for manufacturing of molds, which include orders from both enterprise itself and
other company. The manufacturing resources in the job-shop is enough with all necessary
machine for mold processing, which include lathe, milling machine, grinding machine,
numeral control machine, process center, electric discharge machine etc.(the serial number
of machines are \( R_1, R_2, ..., R_30 \)). Table 1 shows a piece of production order, which includes 3
work pieces waiting for process with delivery time of 270,300,320 respectively. The delivery
time of work piece 1 and 2 should be strictly met with credibility99%, while work piece 3 is
more flexible with a 50% credibility to meet the delivery time. So, there are two priorities of
scheduling. Three work pieces have fixed process route, each operation has many devices
available for processing which differ in time and cost. According to experience and
historical statistically analysis, the time and cost spent on each machine for one operation are stochastic variables. The time comply with exponential distribution while cost obeys normal distribution, whose parameters are shown in table 1. Take “R2/20/(18,6)” as an example, it means work piece being processed on machine R2 with processing time obeying exponential distribution \( \exp(20) \), cost obeying normal distribution \( N(18,6) \). We need to schedule for the order and implement optimum scheduling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work piece</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Class of machine available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resource1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work piece 1</td>
<td>Lathing</td>
<td>R2/20/(18,6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milling</td>
<td>R3/35/(39,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface process</td>
<td>R36/100/(125,8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lineation,Drilling</td>
<td>R30/40/(50,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assembling,Adjustment</td>
<td>R17/40/(45,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work piece 2</td>
<td>Lathing</td>
<td>R2/25/(19,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drilling,Milling</td>
<td>R8/40/(55,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface process</td>
<td>R30/70/(85,8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grinding</td>
<td>R25/50/(60,6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repairing,Assembling</td>
<td>R20/100/(110,10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work piece 3</td>
<td>Milling</td>
<td>R4/60/(102,5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface process</td>
<td>R31/50/(93,6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrode NC process</td>
<td>R35/33/(36,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric-charge Process</td>
<td>R19/40/(50,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repairing,Assembling</td>
<td>R21/160/(220,12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Operations and machines available for work pieces

First, present a stochastic programming model, believable probabilities are:

\[
\eta = \gamma = \nu = 0.8, \alpha 1 = 0.99, \alpha 2 = 0.5
\]

Then use hybrid intelligent algorithm with weights of three objectives being 1/3 respectively to solve the problem. Get 200 groups of data samples through stochastic simulation (each group of data should be acquired by 500 times simulation), train the neural network with these data (15 input units, 18 hidden layer units and 6 output units), and calculate the weight. Finally, using genetic algorithm to find the optimum solution with 15 bits code, cross rate 0.5 and mutation rate 0.01. After 30 generations’ evolution, the result of schedule is as follows:

Work piece 1(2,7,30,22,17), work piece 2(5,8,30,25,20), work piece 3(8,32,35,19,22). The numbers in the bracket represent the serial number of machine for each operation. According to experience, this schedule sequence is a approximate optimum solution which has satisfied the requirements of all the chance constraints.
6. Conclusions

After analyzing the stochastic factors as time and cost in production process, we have proposed stochastic programming model based on chance constraints to describe the multi-priorities Flexible Job-Shop Scheduling problem aiming at objectives of shorter production time, lower cost and equilibrium of schedule. The advantage of this model is that it reflects the stochastic condition in real job-shop and proposes a hybrid intelligent algorithm which syncretizes many critical techniques such as the stochastic simulation, neural network and genetic algorithm etc., finally, a case study shows that our study can be applied to FJSP to get a approximate optimum solution.
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